
 

Creative Curriculum 
 

In Art we will be focusing on local artists 
and artists from Iceland. We will be 
focussing on how landscapes can differ 
and how the choice of colour is different 
 
In Geography we are comparing our local 
area with Iceland. We will compare 
settlements, trade and energy usage to 
see how and why these things differ. 

Music we will be focusing on keeping the 
beat, patterns and making music.  

 

Science 

In science the children will look at the unit 
materials and their properties.  They will 
develop their knowledge of solids, liquids 
and gases and investigate solubility and 
separation. 

 
This is a great hands on topic and so we 

will be conducting lots of experiments! 

Literacy 

This half term our literacy units will include: A 
story as a theme and recounts. 

In our story as a theme the children will be 
able to focus on both key skills in reading and 
writing.  They will have the opportunity to 
explore the story Oliver Twist and create 
their own scene to add to the story.  They will 
also have the opportunity to use drama to 
develop their understanding.  

In our recount unit, children will have the 
chance to examine effective structures and 
ways to layout their writing. They will also 
have the chance to develop their ICT skills 
when research information for their writing 

 

 

ICT 
In this half term the children will be focusing on 
key skills in ICT. We will looking at presentation 

information in a variety of ways and will be 
revisiting e-safety 

PE 
Dance- exploring how they can move and travel 

in different ways. 
RE 

We will continue to focus on the Church and its 
importance and the choices we can make as 

Christians 
 

 

Numeracy 

This half term the children will be able to focus on 

number and place value. We will also be focusing on 

addition and subtractions, 2D and 3D shapes and 

measurements. The children will be able to use a 

variety of maths resources to help them understand 

concepts before moving on to problem solving 
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On our doorstep  

Guided Reading 

Guided reading will take place on a daily basis 
and the children will also be able to develop 
their handwriting and speaking and listening 
skills. 

 


